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News 

Vaccine 

https://twitter.com/The_Real_Fly/status/1587994072769241094  

Based on U.S. population, this would equate to 1,000 Americans dead every day 

• This is a Vietnam every 2 months 

Remember Edward Dowd –  

• Showed by insurance actuaries and U.S. DOL disability numbers the excesses line up with the vaccine 

mandates 

• Millennials alone have had their own Vietnam – 60,000+ deaths NOT covid related, EXCESS! 

Telegraph now reporting this 

 

 

 

ORWELLIAN 

China is showing the world what dystopian nightmare awaits the rest of the world 

1H 15:30 mark 

https://www.brighteon.com/bea6d4d5-835d-495a-8798-def57948eb82 

 

 

FINANCE 

https://twitter.com/EvaVlaar/status/1587037460973981699?t=XWQOAdmOZiCBpYtz7-zoSA&s=19 

 

Trunews exposes Visa patent, that ‘harvests’ cash, like a combine 

1:07:08 at patent pic, then thru the quote 

https://www.trunews.com/stream/jim-rickards-biden-bucks-cbdcs-will-replace-paper-money-soon 

 

 

DIESEL 

https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/us-diesel-shortage-increasingly-likely-until-economy-slows 

From a similar natural news article: 

The total distillate inventory figure for the U.S., which makes up roughly 85 to 90 percent of all diesel 

inventories, including other distillates such as heating oil, showed that the country has 106.78 million barrels 

left, up very slightly from the EIA’s report that showed 106.35 million barrels. 

 

Levin noted that the figure for distillate inventories is uncomfortably close to the 100 million barrel mark. Once 

supplies hit this mark, it will start to create what Peters called “dislocations” in the fuel distribution system, as 

there won’t be enough to go around. It could lead to some places being prioritized for diesel deliveries over 

others. 

 

Why is this important? 

Trucks 

Trains 

Tractors 

= 

Food 

 



Show infograph – whereas Diesel won’t STOP, this is what will suffer as supply chains are interrupted 

 

Remember Covid-era eviction moratoriums?  What did this do?  What about now, still under moratorium? No. 

OK City and Minneapolis up around 40% in evictions y/y already   

• It means homelessness is rising 

• Bussing in CA homeless to major metro areas and are aggressive 

• Are you aware of this? When you decide if your kids can drive there for fun? Or you go? 

 

CNBC - 63% living paycheck to paycheck according to LendingClub 

 

Nationwide (“nationwide is on your side”??) 

• 1/5 skipped meals or didn’t buy groceries due to inflation 

• almost 2/5 received food or goods from local food bank 

 

Given this, what are you DO-ing? Discuss 

 

Beans, Rice, Potatoes still very cheap and substitute into many “dishes” of food. 

 

Don’t forget ICanGrowFood.com 

 

 

 

 

 

Topic – Founding documents to our great nation 

Doesn’t necessarily quote scripture but founded largely on its principles 

Resource:  Founder’s Bible – hardcover $57, AND an app that’s free for basic, full version = $50,  

•  

 

This is NOT how to study the bible, and it’s NOT a bible study.   

Our method is proof-texting which is a careless way to handle God’s word.  

THIS is a method of reverse-engineering their thought processes that led them to found the nation. 

The purpose is best summed in the Founder’s Bible trailer 

o play trailer 

 

 

Self-Evident Truths – we read the Declaration of Independence and said we identified 6 Self Evident truths 

What are self evident truths again? 

Last week’s –  

and to assume among the Powers of the Earth, the separate and equal Station to which the Laws of Nature and 

of Nature’s God entitle them, (that they should separate from the one stealing those rights) 

• There is one God 

 

2.  Self Evident Truths -   All Men Are Created Equal 

We hold these Truths to be self-evident, that all Men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with 

certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness—-That to secure these 

Rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just Powers from the Consent of the Governed, that 

whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these Ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish 

it,  

 

What is meant by ‘all men are created equal’? (discussion: can be born into riches or poverty, but all men have a 

corporeal life + 24h/day) 

How is this a self-evident truth? (how does ‘everyone know’ this?) 



• DNA – all came from Adam 

• “He puts his pants on 1 leg at a time”  

 

Does the bible say that some men are better than others?  Or are we created equal? 

 

• Gen 1:27 God created man in His own image, in the image of God He created him; male and female He 

created them. 28 God blessed them; and God said to them, "Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth, 

and subdue it; and rule over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky and over every living thing 

that moves on the earth." 

• Prov 22:2 The rich and the poor have a common bond, The LORD is the maker of them all.  

• Ec 9:3 This is an evil in all that is done under the sun, that there is one fate for all men. Furthermore, the 

hearts of the sons of men are full of evil and insanity is in their hearts throughout their lives. Afterwards 

they go to the dead. 

• Ec 3: 19 For the fate of the sons of men and the fate of beasts is the same. As one dies so dies the other; 

indeed, they all have the same breath and there is no advantage for man over beast, for all is vanity. 

• Ec 12:7   (remember your creator … before) then the dust will return to the earth as it was, and the spirit 

will return to God who gave it 

• (of King of Babylon, ) Is 14: 9 "Sheol from beneath is excited over you to meet you when you come; It 

arouses for you the spirits of the dead, all the leaders of the earth; It raises all the kings of the nations 

from their thrones. 10 "They will all respond and say to you, 'Even you have been made weak as we, You 

have become like us. 

  

That are created =, the government has no right to ignore, enslave, or deny God-given rights to any person or 

group. 

Has it done this in the US?  What way? 

Take for example :  Insider trading, or covid vaccine mandates � rules for thee not for congress 

 

Is it the responsibility of Government to help man achieve happiness?  No, just stay out of the way 

 

John Adams writes 

“That all men are born to equal rights is true, every being has a right to his own as clear, as moral, as sacred as 

any other being has.  But to teach that all men are born with equal powers and faculties to equal influence in 

society, to equal property and advantages through life is as gross a fraud as glaring an imposition on the 

credulity of the people as ever was practiced by monks, by druids, by Brahmans, by priests of the immortal 

[Dalai] Lama, or by the self-styled philosophers of the French Revolution.” 

 

Vetoing a welfare bill around 1887, Grover Cleveland: 

“I can find no warrant for such an appropriation in the Constitution, and I do not believe that the power and 

duty of the General Government ought to be extended to the relief of individual suffering which is in no manner 

properly related to the public service or benefit. A prevalent tendency to disregard the limited mission of this 

power and duty should, I think, be steadfastly resisted, to the end that the lesson should be constantly enforced 

that though the people support the Government the Government should not support the people. 

 

But there are people who really are in need – what about them? (discuss) 

Refer to the tytler cycle, (visual aid for this, going into dependency, how did we get here? we stopped 

loving/caring one another) 

 

Grover’s answer (show on screen): 

The friendliness and charity of our countrymen can always be relied upon to relieve their fellow-citizens in 

misfortune. This has been repeatedly and quite lately demonstrated. Federal aid in such cases encourages the 

expectation of paternal care on the part of the Government and weakens the sturdiness of our national 

character, while it prevents the indulgence among our people of that kindly sentiment and conduct which 

strengthens the bonds of a common brotherhood.” 



What is he saying here? 

 

So who should deal with this issue of needy people on welfare?  What’s your answer? 

I would say “The Church”.   

By “The Church” I mean me with my neighbor, you with yours, the overwhelming majority live under Christ. 

 

(Isaiah 3) supply and support 

• If God is removing supply and support, and  

• IF God tells you what He’s doing before he does it, and  

• IF the prudent “see” trouble coming and hide themselves (but foolish do nothing & suffer) 

• IF we are to work with our hands so that we have something to share with someone who is in 

need 

AND God gives us Joseph, Noah, the Widow of Zeraphath and others as examples of faith in action… 

 

THEN??? 

Should the church as a corporate entity do something about this? (we spent$ on sound equip, what’s 

more important?) 

Where will hungry people look to for help?  List them.  Is “Church” on the list? 

Who is the church? 

 

What will you do when someone you know tells you that they are out of $ for the month & still need 

food? 

James 2:16 

15Suppose a brother or sister is without clothes and daily food. 16If one of you tells him, “Go in 

peace; stay warm and well fed,” but does not provide for his physical needs, what good is that? 

17So too, faith by itself, if it does not result in action, is dead.… 

 

 

 

 

When the watchman blows the horn… 

 

But as a thought experiment (and this is REALLY crude, SO much wrong with it) 

• US GDP / U.S. Personal Income= $22T 

• US Welfare Programs = $1.5T  or about 7% 

• Health Research Funding .org states For Christian families making less than $20k per year, 8% of them 

gave at least 10% in tithing. For families making a minimum of $75k or more, the figure drops to just 1%. 

• So roughly at 2% giving 10% = $44B 

• But if the nation as a whole served God and gave (only 10%...) that $44B would be more like $2.2T 

• $2.2 T > $1.5T which is already immorally bloated. 

 

Point – the CHURCH is supposed to help fellow mankind, not the government.  (how did we get this far off all 

men created equal?) 

 


